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ABSTRACT
Each year, we review the citation records for the current group of Nobel Prize winners. This series of essays
bsgan over a decade ago. In 1991, unlike the previous year, all of the winners proved to be citation superstars.
We”ve listed their mos[-cited papers, discussed the impact of their work, and reviewed Citation Cfamic@
commentaries, written by the winners or their collaborators. These provide a unique perspective on the
resesrch that led to ttre Nobel Prize.

As 1 said nearly 30 years ago, it would be
absurd to claim that a researcher deserves the
Nobel Prize simply Ixcause he or she is a
citaticmsuperstar.]Oures.sayotrthe 1990Nobel
Prizes*noted that several of the sciencepriz.e-
winnem,althoughwell cited,had receivedrela-
tivelyfewereitadonswhencompamdwithmost
Nobelists.‘his wotddbe qrecidly hue in fields
where the work was done many years ago.
However, scientific work of Nobel class,
unaccompanied by high citation impact,
deserves some explanation, such as &layed
recognition or whatever. It is the exception
rather than the rule. In 1991, the rule
prevailed, and all recipients are citation
Superwars.

Physiology or Medicine

This year’s prize for physiology or medi-
cine was awarded to Erwin Neher, director
of the Membrane Biophysics Department,
Max Planck Institute for Biophysicrd Chem-
istry, G&ittingen,Germany, and Bert Sak-
mann, physiologist, Max Planck Institute
for Medical Research, Heidelberg, Ger-
many, for their work, first published in
1976? in determining the mechanism by
which cells regulate the voltage across their
membranes. Called the patch-clamp
method, this technique allows researchers
to measure individual ion channels in the
cell membrane, to the level of picoamperes
(10-]2 amperes), by eliminating the mem-

brane’s electrical noise. Neher and Sak-
mann accomplished this by touching a cell
membrane with a glass micropipette con-
taining a saline solution and creating a seal
to a small patch of the membrane by ap-
plying suction. This isolated a tiny section
from the rest of the membrane, allowing
measurement over precise areas.

From a citationist perspective, Neher and
Sakrnamr would be considered prime Nobel
candidates. Their most-cited paper, “Im-
proved patch-clamp techniques for high-
resolution current recording from cells and
cell-free membrane patches,” has received
more than 4,000 citations to date, with more
than 700 in 1990 alone.4 In our 1990 essay
on the most-cited papers of all time, it
ranked as number 252.5 By now, it is eas-
ily within the top 100. This paper elabo-
rates on a meeting abstract by Neher pub-
lished just a few months earlier.s The
paper’s citations continue to rise, with more
than 800 in 1991.

These authors have numerous other pub-
lications with substantial citation records.
Papers on which Neher was first author or
coauthor were cited nearly 9,000 times.
Sakmann’s work has been cited more than
7,300 times. Naturally, there is a great deal
of overlap in these estimates since they
were coauthors on so many papers. We’ve
indicated the counts for their top 10 papers
in Table 1. These citation records simply
reflect the widespread impact of their work.
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Erwin Neher

Both laureates are ranked by ISI@, ac-
cording to data from the Science Citation
Indexm (SCZ@), as among the top 300 sci-
entists most cited in the 1980s, with 6,256
for Neher and 5,934 for Sakmann.7

In addition to substantial citation counts,
Nobel-class researchers may be identified
by having previously received “predictor”
awards,s which are other prestigious prizes
that recognize Nobel-class work. Here also,
these laureates stand out. As with one of
the 1990 winners in physiology or medi-
cine, E. Donnall Thomas. Neher and Sak-
mann received the 1989 Gairdner Founda-
tion award. In addition, among the many
awards they have won individually. they
are corecipients of the Leibniz Award of
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft in
1986, the Louisa Gross-Horwitz Prize in
1986, and the Hellmut Vits-Preis in 1990.
As Harriet Zuckerman notes in her book,
Scienttjic Elite, “Nobel prizes do not go to
unknowns.”9

The techniques that they developed have
given rise to a whole generation ofresemch.
By proving that cell membranes have indi-
vidual ion channels through wKlch minus-
cule currents can pass, scientists can now
understand the processes by which nerve

Bert Sakmnnn

impulses travel, the fertilization process of
eggs, and the regulation of the heartbeat.
In addition, using their techniques, scien-
tists are now beginning to understand the
mechanisms of diseases such as cystic fi-
brosis (CF), in which the CF gene has been
linked to chloride channels, and diabetes, in
wh]ch researchers have used the technique
to show how certain drugs can stimulate the
beta cells to produce more insulin. 10

Chemistry

New Zerdand physicist Ernest Rutherford
once said: “All of science is either physics
or stamp collecting.” When he won the 1908
Nobel Prize for chemistry, for “his investi-
gations into the dkintegration of the ele-
ments, and the chemistry of radioactive sub-
stances,” he commented at the banquet that
he “had dealt with many different transfor-
mations with various time-periods, but the
quickest he had met was his own transfor-
mation from a physicist to a chemist.”] 1

While Richard R. Ernst is a chemist, cur-
rently with the Eidgendssische Technkche
Hochschule (Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology), Ziirich, the primary efforts for
which he was recognized with this award
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Table I. Ten most-cited papers by E. Neher arsdB. Sakmanrr.(A=cirations 1945-199& B.1991 citations, Jsnuary-
Septsmbx C=bibliogrsphic reference.)

A

3,400

472

422

411

408

300

293

278

275

236

B

568

43

25

34

13

15

5

36

14

2

c

Hamitl O P, Marty A, Neher E, Sakrnarm B & Sigworth F J. Improved patch-
clamp techniques for high-resolution current recording from cells and cell-free
membrane patches. Pfi’iigers Arch. —Eur. J. Physiol. 391:85-100, 1981.
Femvick E M, Marty A & Neher E. Sodium and caicium channels in bnvine
chromaffin cells. J. Physiol,—Landon 331:599-635, 1982.
Colqrrhoun D, Neher E, Reuter H & Stevens C F. Inward current channeis
activated by intracellular Ca in cultured cardiac-cells. Nature 294:752, 1981.
Neher E & Steinbach J H. Local-anesthetics @ansiently block currents through
single acetochofine-receptor channels. J. PhysioL-Imrion 277:153, 1978.
Neher E & Sdmtann B. Single-channel currents recorded from membrane of
denervated frng muscle fibers. Nafwe 260:799-802, 1976.
Neher E. 2 fast transient current components during voitage clamp nn snail
neurnns. J. Gem PhysioL 58:36, 1971.
Neher E & Stevens C F. Cnnductsnce fluctuations and ionic pnres in
membranes. Arrrw.Rev, Biophys. Biophys. Chern. 6:345-81, 1977.
Fenwick E M, Marty A & Neher E. A patch clamp study of bovine chrnmaffin
ceUs end their sensitivity tn scetychnlirrc. J. P/rysioL—fmdon 331:577-97, 1982.
Saksnann B, Patlak J & Neher E. Single acetocholine-activated channels show
burst-kinetics in presence of desensitizing concentrations of agonist.
Narure 28671-3, i980.
LOX H D & Neher E. Equilibration time course nf [K+]O in cat cortex.
Exp. Brain Res. 17:190-205, 1973.

were advances in Fourier-transformation
nuclear magnetic resonance (FI’-NMR) and
two-dimensional NMR (2D-NMR)—as
close to physics as a chemist might come.
This work laid the foundation for the NMR
imaging used today in medicine (as mag-
netic resonance imaging, or MRI), physics,
biology, and, of course, chemistry.

Though Ernst did not invent NMR, he
spent the 1%0s and 1970s refining the tech-
nique, making it practical for real world ap-
plications. The technique was actually in-
vented by two groups in the 1940s,12,13for
which the principals, Felix Bloeh, Startford
University, and Edwmd Purcell, Harvard
University, won the Nobel Prize for physics
in 1952. As noted in a Citabs Classic com-
mentary by N. Bkrembergen,14about a pa-
per on which he was a coauthor with Purcell

This work was stimulated by discussions
of a group of physicists active in Worid
War 11 radar development at the M.I.T. Ra-

diation Laboratory. F. Bloch and W.W.
Hanaen, who were involved with radar
work in other groups, independertdy and

neariy simukatseousiy carried out a similar

14

experiment, which they, together with M.C.
Packard, called nuclear induction . . . .

However, while the technology held great
promise, the sensitivity of NMR in com-
parison to other spectroscopes wonied re-
searchers. Here, Ernst, with W.A. Ander-
son, produced the first of two developments
that made NMR faster and more accurate,
and for which the Nobel committee recog-
nized him. The breakthrough came in
1966,15at Varian Associates, in Palo Alto,
California, using single, high-energy pulses
of radio waves containing all frequencies
that would make atoms “flip: instead of a
graduaf sweep with a spectrum of radio
waves that was in use previously. 16As Ernst
noted in his Citation Classic17 on this
benchmiwk papec

In 1%4, we certainly dld not foresee that
this simple concept couid revolutionim
NMR. Initially, we did not have an otrtirre
computer avaiiable. The free induction de-
cays were acquired in a time averaging
computer and punched on paper tape. The
paper tape had to be carried from Pato Aito

to IBM in San Jose to transfer the data to a
bunch of cards. With the cards we went to



Tabte 2. Five moat-cited papers by R.R. Ernst. (A.citsrions through 1990; B.1991 citations, Jamrary-Septembe~
C=bibliographic reference.)

A B c

1,408 97 Aue W P, Bartholdi E & Ernst R R. Two-dimensional spectroscopy.
Application to nuclear magnetic resonance. J. Chem. P/rys. 64:2229-46, 1976.

820 109 .?eener J, Meier B H, Bachmann P & Ernst R R. Investigation of exchange
process by 2-dimensional NMR-spectroscopy. J, Chem. Phys.
71:4546-53, 1979.

424 44 Mamma S & Ernst R R. Elucidation of cross relaxation in liquids by two-
dimensional NMR-spectroscopy. Molec. Phys. 41:95-117, 1980.

400 16 Nagttyama K, Krrmar A, Wuthrich K & Ernst R R. Experimental techniques
of two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy. J. Magn. Res. 40:321-34, 1980.

367 11 Kumar A, Welti D & Ernst R R. NMR Fourier zeugmatography.
J. Magrr. Res. 18:69-83, 1975.

Table3. ‘tlrefive paperson which R.R. Ernstwas acoarrthorthathave been rarrkedasammrgthe moat-cited papsrs
from the years in which they were published. (A=category; B=citations through 1~, C.] 991 citations,
January-Sepremben O=bibliographic reference.)

A BC

Chemistry 290 24

Chemistry 182 19

Chemistry 271 44

Physical Sciences !15 4

Physical Sciences 240 11

f3

Macrrra S, Huang Y, Snter D & Ernst R R. Two-dimensional
chemical exchange and cross-relaxation spectroscopy of coupled
nuclear spins. J. Magm Resonance 43:259-81, 1981.
Brarrnachweiler L, Bodenhnnsen G & Emat R R. Analysis of
networks of coupled spins by mnltipIe quantum N.M.R,
Mol. Phys. 48:535, 1983.
SorerrsarrOW, Eicb GW, Levitt MH, Bodexrbamen G& Ermt RR.
Product opcratur formalism for the description of NMR pulse
experiments, Prog. Nucl. Magn. Reson. Spectros. 16:163-92, 1983.
Sorensen O W & Ernst R R. Elimination of spectral dktortion in
polarization transfer experiments. Improvements and comparison of
techniques. J. $fagn. Resonance 51:477-89, 1983.
Wider G, Macura S, Knmar A, Ernst R R & Wuthrich K.
Homonuclear two-dimensional }H NMR of proteins. Experimental
procedures. J. Magn. Resonance 56:207, 1984.

the Palo Alto Computer Service Center
where the Fourier transformation and the
plotting were done. The entire process took

about 48 hours in comparison with a nor-
maf spedrum being run in just ten minu-
tes ! Nevertheless, we chimed in our pa-
per a substantial time saving—and the

readers believed it!

Em8t’s stxond important development
was 2-dimensional NMR, on which he and
his coauthors published in 1976.*8 As he
noted in a Citation C.kzssic19commentary
on this pape~

Since the appearance of the paper, the field
hax experienced (after a slow start) an ex-

piosive development. Indeed, a new dimen-
sion of spectroscopy has become accessible,
and an afmost unaccountable number of
useful techniques has emerged. Perhaps the
most useful application of 2D spectroscopy

is for determining the structure of biologi-
cal macromolecules in solutions. T?re ini-
tiat steps and much of the development were
done in a fruitfui collaboration with Kurt
Wiithrich that started in 1976 and that con-
tinues today.

One of the 300 most-cited scientists from
1981 through 19907 (5,844 cites), Ernst, as
with all of the 1991 winners, is certainly a
citation superstar. His four most-cited pa-
pers together have been cited more than
1,200 times. In all, he has authored or co-
authored papers that have received a total
of more than 11,300 cites. Table 2 presents
the citation records of hls five most-cited
papers. And, as an indication of the impor-
tance of his continuing research, Table 3
lists five papers published in the 1980s that
have made our lists of most-cited papers.
Note that he has papers in both chemistry
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Ronald H. Come

and physical sciences listings.These are very
high nurkm for chemical science.

~ while the Nobel is likely the highest

honor,healsohasbeenawaded theWolfFoun-
dation Prize, shad in 1991 with Afex Pines,
author of a recent Citudon Chssic.m And, he
was notified of his Nobel award while inflight
to nxeive the Louisa Gross-HomvhzPrize.

Physics

Pierre-Gilles de Gennes, the director of
the E.Colede Physique et Chimie, College
de France, Paris, received the 1991 Nobel
Prize for physics. A theoretician, his prodi-
gious Imdy of work now spans more than
30 years. The breadth of his work runs from
polymers (his “spaghetti” theory of poly-
mer flow), to superconductivity, liquid crys-
tals, and, recently, to ultra-divided matter
(important in the reaf world for such things
as food, cosmetics, and toothpastes).z] In
armouncing his prize, the awards committ-
ee cafled de Gennes “the Isaac Newton of
our time,” because of his success in apply-
ing mathematics to generalized explanations
of many different phenomena.22

Of the 1991 Nobelists, de Gennes’s ci-
tation record is first among superstars. As a

first author, he has 34 papers and four
books, published between 1958 and 1985,
cited more than 100 times each through
1990. These papers alone account for more
than 13,000 cites, with his totaf citation
record for afl publications excedng 15,800
cites. We noted one of his papers23 in our
essay on the most-cited chemistry papers
of 1982.U In the 1980s, publications by de
Gennes received 2,160 citations. Table 4
lists his 10 most-cited publications.

As with ErnsL de Gemes’s work is cross-
disciplinary and based in intricate math-
ematics-especially rewarding as there is
no Nobel Prize for mathematics. Accord-
ing to Patricia E. Cladis, AT&T Bell Labo-
ratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, one of
de Gemes’s great gifts was in making his
subtle mathematical ideas accessible to all
physicists. She states in The New York
Times, “De Gennes is as heavily armed with
math as any theoris~ but he wears these
arms lightly and gracefully.”22

Economics

In awarding Ronald H. Cease the 1991
Nobel Memorial Prize in economic sci-
ences, the academy cited two works, “The
nature of the fro,” 1937,25 where Cease
revived the stagnant field of industrial or-
ganizations, and ‘The problem of social
cost,” 1960,26where he forced economists
and lawyers to rethink what it takes to al-
low markets to work efficiently.

Recognizing quality over quantity, the
Nobel committee chose an economist who,
in six decades, has published just a dozen
research papers of significance. According
to Robert Cooter, Boalt School of Law,
University of Cafifomia, “Most economists
maximize the amount they write. Cease
maximized the amount others wrote about
his work.”27This was verified in the 1989
Current Conrents m essays on the core jour-
n~s in ~onomics.2g In Part 2 Ofthat essay,
Arthur M. Diamond, Jr., calls Cease “the
citation superstar” of the most-cited papers
from the core journals in economics. One
of his two publications on the lisL “The
problem of social cost,” is the most-cited
article on the list-and by no small mar-
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Table 4. Ten most-cited publications by P.-G. de Germea. (A=citarions through 19’XLB=199 1citations, Jarmary-
Septembec C=bibtiographic reference.)

A

2.105

1,984

853

770

530

422

413

359

298

291*

B

302

155

66

59

13

30

30

13

3

44

c

de Gennes P.G. Scalin~ concepts in polymer physics. Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1979.
de Getmea P-G. Physics ofliqsdd crystals. Oxford, England: Oxford University
Press, 1974.
de Germes P-G. Reptation of a polymer chain in presence of fixed obstacles.
J. Chenr. Phys. 55:572, 1971.
de Genrtes P-G, Superconductivity of metals and alloys. New York: Benjamin,
1966.274 p.
de Gennes P-G. Exponenta for excluded volume problem aa derived by Wilson
method. Phys. Lett. A 38:339, 1972.
de Gennes P-G, Boundary effects in superconductors. Rev. Mod. Pfrys.
36:225, 1964.
de Genrses P-G. Dynamics of entangled polymer-solutions. 1. Rouac model.
Macromolecules 9:587-93, 1976.
de Gennes P-G. Short-range order effects in isotropic phase of nematica and
choleaterica. Mof. Cr-yst. Liquid Cryst. 12:193, 1971.
de Gennea P-G & Frkedel J. Anomalies de resistivite clans certains metux
magnetiques. J. Phys Chenr. Solids 4:71-7, 1958.
de Gennes P-G & Trmpirr C. Micmemrdsions and the flexibility of oil/water
interfaces. J. Phys. Chem. 862294-304, 1982.

●Lisred in: Garfteld E. The 1982 cherniatry articles most cited, 1982-1984. Essqs rfarr irrrorrruuionscierrtisr:
ghostwriting and other essays. Pbiladelphirc 1S1press, 1986. Vol.8.p.497-511.

gin. It had received 1,005 citw through
1986, while the second most-cited paper
on the list had reeeived 671. And, for a
further comparison, the most-cited paper
from noncore journals had received 868
cites. That paper was written by W.F.
Sharpe,29 winner of the 1990 Nobel Prize
in economics. Here, we should note that, in
general, economics paWrs receive relatively
fewer citations than other fields, such as
biology and chemistry, making his record
even more impressive.

Also in that essay, Diamond discussed
why the work of Cease was so unique.

Come’s work is unusual because it con-
tains almost no mathematics or sophisti-
cated statistical amdyais. TWs may explain
why economists seldom mention Coaae aa
a candidate for the Nobel Prize when they

s~ulate on future winners.

Obviously, they have to speculate no
longer. In 1990, we discussed how we
might forecast Nobel Prize winners in eco-
nomics.30In that essay, Cease was the 28th
most-cited economist of all time, based on
citations from 1966 to 1986 (1,950 cita-
tions). At the same time, Peter Passell of

The New York Times informally polled a
dozen economists. Cease was listed among
the top six choices. 31In updating his cita-
tion record, we find that his work has now
been cited more than 2,400 times.

Cottclstaion

In closing, we note that these research-
ers have not only risen to the top of their
fields, they actually created the fields for
which they were recognized. Their citation
records bear out the importance of their
work, and, as is usually the case with the
Nobel Prize, their work reflects both a com-
mitment over many years and a quality of
unique vision.

*****

My thanks to Mark Fitzgeraki and Eric
Thurschwell for their help in the prepara-
tion of this essay.

0 19921s1
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